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Investing in UK commercial property funds 

Our fictional family clients, the Smiths, have been reviewing all of their investments and have 
come to us to ask some questions about the UK commercial property fund, which is one of the 
holdings in their various accounts. In this newsletter, we provide answers which we hope will be 
useful to all clients. 



Why invest in commercial property?  
 
You are all familiar with residential property. 
Buying a house not only puts a roof over your 
heads and provides financial security over the 
long term, but it can also be a good way to  
invest your money.  
 
Whilst residential properties describe where 
we live, commercial properties describe where 
we work, for example, offices, warehouses, 
shopping centres, etc. 
 
Commercial property is an important asset 
class to consider as a way of spreading, or  
diversifying, risk in an investment portfolio. 
This is possible as property is not highly  
correlated to other asset classes such as 
cash, fixed interest securities (bonds and gilts) 
and equities. 
 
When we say that commercial property is ‘not 
correlated’ to other asset classes, we mean 
that the capital growth and income generated 
by commercial properties tends to move  
independently of other assets and is not  
typically affected by what is going on in stock 
markets.  

Therefore, whilst equities, for example, may be 
going through a difficult period, investment  
returns from property may be generating 
healthy returns and vice versa. Furthermore, 
although returns from property investment do 
rise and fall, the volatility of these ups and 
downs is significantly less than an investment 
into shares. 
 
The length of a lease on a commercial  
property in the UK is longer than in Europe or 
the US. The typical length of an office lease in 
London, for example, is between 10 and 15 
years (in comparison, residential properties 
generally have much shorter leases of 6 to 12 
months).  

This means that investing in commercial  
property offers more security as investors  
benefit from a set level of income for a specific 
(and long) period of time. 

In addition to the rental income, when you 
come to cash in your property investment, you 
can hope to receive the capital sum you  
  

initially invested plus the growth in value of the 
property.  
 
What are the different ways of investing in 
commercial property? 
 
There are a number of different ways to get  
exposure to commercial property as an  
investment:  
 
1.  Direct investment:  
 
For private investors, direct investment in  
commercial property means literally buying all of, 
or a share in, a property.  
 
For most people, this is not a practical way of 
gaining exposure to the commercial property 
market because of the costs involved, both in the 
initial purchase and the ongoing management of 
the property. Obtaining diversification is also 
problematic when investing directly, simply due to 
the amount of money required to be able to buy a 
commercial property.   
 
2.  Direct commercial property funds:  
 
Also referred to as “bricks-and-mortar” funds, 
these are a more common way to invest in  
commercial property, via a collective investment, 
such as a unit trust, OEIC or investment trust.  
These funds invest directly into a portfolio of  
commercial properties. Typically, a fund will hold 
around 50 different properties with a varied 
spread of industrial, office and retails buildings.  
  
3. Indirect property funds: 
 
These are collective investment schemes that  
invest in the shares of property companies that 
are listed on the stock market. They do not have 
the same benefits of diversification as direct  
investment in property – as property shares  
behave more like equities and can move up and 
down with stock markets.  



Which way of investing in commercial  
property do you recommend and why? 
 
At Breed Elliott, we recommend that a  
proportion of your portfolio is directed to direct 
property funds as described in 2 above.  
 
By investing directly into commercial  
properties, these funds provide us with the 
benefits of diversification to be gained by  
investing in a different asset class which is not 
closely correlated to the other classes of  
asset.  
 
As individual investors, you can buy units in a 
direct commercial property fund with the unit 
price reflecting the returns generated by the 
fund. Most of the time, you will be able to buy 
and sell units without any delay. However, you 
need to be aware of the liquidity risks as  
described in more detail below. 
 
These funds offer a simple and relatively  
low-cost means for individual investors to gain 
exposure to commercial property. You will 
usually only need around £500 to invest a 
lump sum into one of these funds or £50 per 
month for regular savings.  
 
What are the risks? 
 
Commercial property markets are  
slow-moving. Buying and selling properties 
within “bricks and mortar” funds can take  
 

months. As a result, there can be times when 
gaining quick access to your investment is not 
possible. 

Most commercial property fund managers keep a 
certain amount of the fund in cash to help provide 
liquidity for investors wishing to sell the units they 
hold in the fund. However, there are times when 
a number of investors with larger holdings in the 
fund may wish to sell their investment at the 
same time, thereby jeopardising the liquidity of 
the fund and the ability to pay out to investors. 

An example of this was after the Brexit vote, 
when confidence in the UK commercial  
property market slumped and these larger  
investment holders in commercial property funds 
wished to realise their investment. 
 
At that time, all UK direct commercial property 
funds had to suspend any withdrawals that their 
investors wished to take from the funds for a  
period of time, whilst they sold some properties 
held in the fund in order to increase their liquidity. 
 
This could be a problem for you, as private  
investors, if you wished to withdraw all of the 
funds held in one of your accounts, which  
included a holding in a UK commercial property 
fund. However, you should be able to withdraw 
your savings from the other individual funds held 
in your account, leaving the commercial property 
fund until such time as its manager lifted the fund 
suspension. 
 



Is this what has been happening with commercial property funds during the coronavirus? 
 
In March 2020, following the lockdown measures introduced as a result of the coronavirus, all direct 
commercial property funds in the UK were suspended.  
 
However, the reason for the suspension was different. 
 
The reason the funds were suspended was because of “material uncertainty” in the valuation of the 
underlying properties. Material uncertainty refers to the fact that it was impossible for independent 
chartered surveyors to accurately value the properties because of issues such as being unable to 
gain entry into the property. 
 
This uncertainty has been lifted in many cases and the majority of direct commercial property funds 
have been announcing that they will be reopening in the next few weeks. 
 
Do you still recommend investing in direct commercial property funds? 
 
Without a doubt. 
 
We know from the past that different asset classes go through different cycles over periods of time.  
As we have highlighted, commercial property investment offers real benefits in the form of secure 
long-term income and the potential of capital growth which complement the benefits and the risks 
offered by the other asset classes within an investment portfolio.  
 
We believe that any adverse impact on the commercial property market from the coronavirus will be 
momentary and that commercial property will continue to provide healthy returns in the long term. 



If you have received this email in error, please contact us on the email below with your correct details or removal request  
neilmiller@breedelliott.co.uk 
 
The information contained in and transmitted with this email is confidential and/or privileged and intended only for the person 
to whom it is addressed. Any unauthorised use, retransmission, dissemination or action undertaken based on this information 
by persons, or entities other than the intended recipient, is strictly prohibited. 
 
The information contained in this newsletter is for information purposes only and does not constitute advice, if you don't  

understand any of its contents we recommend you seek Independent Financial Advice. 
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Comments 

  
  
Interest Rates 
(BOE base rate) 
  
  

  
  

0.75% 
  

  
  

0.1% at 
30/09/20 

  
  
The official bank rate is 0.1%. 

  
  
House Prices 
(Nationwide) 
  
  
  

  
  

House prices 
increased by 
1.4% in 2019 

  
  

House prices 
up by 0.9% 
at 30/09/20 

  
  
Annual house price growth up to 5%.  

  
  
UK Share Prices 
(FTSE 100) 
  
  
  

  
  

7604.30 

  
  

5872.15 
at the close on 

30/09/20 

  
 
The FTSE 100 fell by 94.15 points in 
September. That is a fall of 1.58%. 
  


